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The migration of refugees from Muslim majority countries to Europe has prompted debate in the 

political sphere not just about the influx of migrants but over issues relating to security, terrorism 

and freedom of movement. My research examines 20 articles selected from the Guardian and the 

Telegraph in September and October 2015 and September 2016 to explore the portrayal of 

Muslim migrants from the Middle East in British media. This period has been chosen as 

September-October 2015 was the height of the refugee crisis and analysing articles from one year 

later will demonstrate whether lowered migration levels affect the discourse towards Muslims in the 

media. I used LexisNexis to collate my media sample and coded for ‘migrant’, ‘migration’, 

‘Muslim’, ‘Syria’ and ‘Middle East’. 

 

My research paper argues that the media plays a role in conflating Muslims as refugees and the 

notion of Muslims as terrorists. It also makes clear how cultural differences are often exploited in 

terms of highlighting arbitrary differences to stimulate a 'them and us' narrative. This narrative 

strongly resembles Samuel Huntington’s (1993) theory of the ‘Clash of Civilisations’, which sees 

Islamic culture and the Western world as inherently opposing monolithic entities. A critical 

analysis of this theory will allow for insight into how divisive rhetoric between the West and the 

supposed Islamic world is reproduced in everyday media discourse.  

 

Discourse analysis was carried out on the aforementioned media samples which resulted in the 

emergence of two discursive strands that are laid out in full in the paper. The first is the 

securitisation of the refugee crisis, and the portrayal of Muslim refugees as a threat. Articles present 

migrant men as particularly violent, with residents of housing estates near the Calais “jungle” being 

described as “terrified” by the presence of refugees (Mulholland, 2015). This fear feeds into 

divisive rhetoric that assumes refugees from the Middle East to be violent and threatening. 

Furthermore, the need in asylum-seeking centres for “Christians and Yazidis” to be separated from 

Muslim refugees also amplifies the idea of there being a Muslim threat (Hall, 2015). It further 

assumes an orientalist stance in a way that follows Huntington’s line of thinking, as it depicts the 

eastern Muslim man as inherently violent and barbaric and in need of separation “based on their 

faith” (Hall, 2015).  

 

A further strand that became apparent is the construction of religious binaries between migrants 

from the Middle East and the Judeo-Christian norms of the West. One article outlines how 

Hungary’s Prime Minister Viktor Orban spoke of a “Muslim influx”, which supports Huntington’s 



 

idea of Muslims as being an alien invasion against the norms and values of the West (Traynor, 

2015). Further discourse describes “most” refugees as being from “Muslim countries” and so for 

refugees to be steered towards countries most similar to them in religious or sectarian affiliation 

(Rose, 2015). By framing the acceptance of refugees in religious terms, there is the implicit notion 

that asylum should be granted based on religious grounds rather than humanitarian assistance. 

This not only presents refugees as a monolith but detracts from the inherent vulnerability of their 

situation.  

 

This ongoing research calls into question the choice of language that is employed by newspapers in 

their depiction of migrants from the Middle East. This language, whether consciously or not, falls 

into the trap of regional exceptionalism, with the Middle East and its people being treated as 

inherently different and, thus, a threat. Media outlets must do more to guarantee an equitable 

treatment of all demographics and to ensure they do not reproduce orientalist tropes that have 

largely been critiqued and dismissed in political science.  
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